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Project Piece:  Duncan Oh Four Bisque - 
 #37467 Squrve Dinner Plate 
 
Color:  Duncan 
     Concepts 
 CN253 Black 

EZ Stroke 
 EZ012 Cobalt Jet Black 
     Glaze 
 IN1074 Cranberry Envision 
 Pure Brilliance Clear  
 

Brushes:  Duncan Signature 
 #6 Fan Glaze 
 #4 Square Shader 
   
Miscellaneous: 
 Sponge 
 Paper Towels/Water  Container 
 Palette knife 
 Small cup/container 
 Drinking Straw 
 Eye Dropper 
 Masking/quilting tape 

1. With a DRY sponge, wipe bisque piece to remove dust and prepare for painting. 

2. Place 2 pieces of tape diagonal on plate to create a stripe.  Placement can be vertical/

horizontal or diagonally as desired.. 

3. Using Concepts black and square shader paint 2-3 coats in between tape to create stripe.  Re-

move 1 piece of tape—the one that will be on the bubble side. 

4. In cup mix: 2 teaspoons black concepts, 1 teaspoon water and 3 drops of black EZ Stroke.  

Add 2-3 drops of soap and mix.  

5. Using drinking straw blow into paint mixture creating bubbles.  Carefully let bubbles flow out of 

cup onto desired area of plate - Be careful to not tip cup sideways as mixture will pour onto 

piece :(.   NOTE-place bubbles onto plate strategically with some white area showing NOT all 

in one spot. Bubbles should cover entire area including up side near rim. 

6. Remove remaining tape. 

7. Apply 3 smooth coats of Cranberry Envision with fan brush to side without bubbles, being care-

ful to just butt up against black stripe. 

8. Apply 3 coats of Concepts black to back of plate with fan.   

9. Rim: use finger or sponge to rim edge of plate with 2-3 coats of the black.  LET DRY 

10. Apply 2 coats of Pure Brilliance clear glaze on top of area with bubbles. 

11. Let dry, fire to witness cone 06, remove stilt marks AND ENJOY! 
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